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ABSTRACT
THE VALUE OF DRAWING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN TO LEARN SCIENCE
MAY 2001
BUST AM KAMRI, B.Ed. UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE MALAYSIA
M.S., SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor George E. Forman
This study was a test of the relative importance of theory versus facts among six
and nine year old children in explaining how something works. In learning science for
young children, there is a misconception in understanding of theory and facts. Children
learn by reconstructing their misconceptions of theory based on their everyday
experience. Their ability was measured by examining the drawing of a pencil sharpener
in the act of sharpening a pencil. The research design has four treatments: Treatment 1
(Think), Treatment 2 (See), Treatment 3 (Do) and Treatment 4 (Speak and Do). One
hundred and sixty preschoolers and one hundred and sixty third graders were randomly
assigned to perform four groups of treatments. The participants in each group of
treatments had to explain how the pencil sharpener works by using drawing and words
spoken (orally) describing what they see and think.
The results of this study were not confirmed, but the ad hoc findings demonstrated
that when showing the representation of functional relations of a system, children
expressed their understanding better in words than in drawing. However, children are
better able to represent the details of objects and the relationship between two objects of a
working system by using the medium of drawing rather than the medium of words. These
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findings also suggest that third graders can make more improvements in representing the
details of a working system than preschoolers can.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
In recent decades researchers have shown an increased interest in enhancing the
quality of childrens understanding of drawing through activities involving discussion and
communication of ideas. They agree that drawing is a natural activity for young children
beginning with scribbling (Winner, 1986). According to Davis and Gardner (1993),
drawing displays a fluid and constructive rapport with the world of ideas, feelings and
symbols. Through drawing, children communicate and share their experiences (Morrow,
1997: Seefeldt, 1999: Winner, 1982) and participate in social learning with their peers
(Halliday, 1975). Children learn to understand the meaning of symbolization of what they
see and learn (Smith, 1982). Children come to understand the concept of media such as
papers, blocks and ropes to do representation of their thinking. Children use
representation to develop their own theories of their understanding of what they know
(Forman, 1994, 1998).
The terminology of art varies widely from person to person. Art educators view
the terminology of art as a universal aesthetic value. Art is “the conscious use of skill and
creative imagination especially in the production of aesthetic object" (Meriam W’ebster's
Collegiate Dictionary, 1997 p. 65). WTile according to Encyclopedia Britannica (1971)
the term of drawing is the “art of creating an image by means of lines in order to
represent objects seen in nature or to express ideas or emotions from the artist’s
imagination". Kellogg (1969) believed that a work of art means whatever the viewer of
the art thinks that it means, and the value of the art object depends on the viewer s
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judgment. J. J. Gibson (1979) described a drawing as an array of optic information that
has been perceptually extracted from the environment by an observer and stored on a
surface to be communicated to other observers. Lowendfeid (1957) and Amheim (1974)
agreed that art is an innate human process. Every society has expressed itself through art
to interpret the nature of the world and life itself. “Art frequently provides a key to the
myths, beliefs, customs and history of a people. Arts express culture, record it and assure
its continuity” (Cohen & Gainer, 1984 p 199).
Drawings are believed to reflect the subjects' mental representations and
Conceptual knowledge about the objects they draw (Reith E., 1997 p. 11). They can be a
representation of what we see or what we think or want to see. They can be a
representation of reality or an abstract idea made manifest in a real form. Children
abstract what they see to create a drawing. They transfer abstract thoughts and ideas into
reality through drawing from a single, static view point, sometimes achieved through the
use of initial drawing techniques or symbol representations to become more accurate and
detailed as their mental models of the world become extensive and differentiated (Reith
E., 1977: Hanks K. & Belliston L., 1977: Smith N. & Drawing Study Group, 1998).
Luquet (1927/1977) points out that children's drawings are graphic constructions,
not depictions of real scenes, and that children often draw perspectives which they have
never seen (Lange-Kuttner C. & Reith E., 1995:77). Children’s drawings are
representative of general cognitive, or concept, development, not simple maturational
development (Seefeldt, 1999 p. 205). Children produce their drawings from what they
know rather than what they see (Piaget and Inhelder 1948/1956, Amheim, 1974, Forman,
1987). Piaget and Inhelder claimed that children always draw what they see, although not
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in the form they see it, and that perception and representation of an object are distinct
cognitive processes, although the construction of drawing involves both (Lange-Kuttner
C. &ReithE., 1995 p. 78).
In early developmental theories of young children’s drawing, there were two
theories to be recognized to explain the unique qualities of children's drawings. First, the
mental picture theory, suggests that drawing was seen as primarily an attempt to express
visual experience, which was presumed at the time to be a straightforward copy of the
retinal image. The unique qualities of children's drawings were seen as the physical
coordination of the drawing or as an ignorance of common graphic conventions or a
combination of both. The second view, the graphic symbol theory, argues that drawing
was the expression of conceptual or imagined factors. Drawing, like words, was seen as
an expression of ideas and the non-realism in children's drawings is due to the deliberate
portrayal of knowledge without regard for actual visual appearance. This theory led to the
use of the popular saying ’’children draw what they know, not what they see”. According
to this view, the features of an object included in the drawing are those, which are central
to the child's concept of the object itself (Strommen, 1988 p. 14-15).
Theories have been advanced to explain the art of young children. Among those
are developmental, cognitive, psychoanalytic, perceptual, or perceptual theories. Each of
these theories has influenced the teaching of art to children and each is useful in
explaining the nature of children's art (Seefeldt, 1999). There is a role of the arts in the
development of the child and the theories can be used as a guide in the analysis and
interpretation of the art of the child (McWhinnie, 1992).

The developmental theories are based on children’s drawing within the stages of
their general development (Seefeldt, 1999). According to McWhinnie (1992), to
successfully meet the needs of children, educators must provide a secure environment
that offers art activities and art materials suited to the developmental levels of the child.
The theory felt that instruction on matters of technique has no place in the early
childhood program. Given the right environment and the right experiences, the creative
expression of children will flourish (Ebbeck & Ebbeck, 1974 as cited in McWhinnie,
1992 p. 270). The developmental theories have been widely accepted by the early
childhood art educators.
The cognitive theorists view that children’s drawings mirror their cognitive
growth and development, not their general maturation. “To little children, drawing is a
language a form of cognitive expression and its purpose is not primarily esthetic”
(Goodenough, 1926 p. 14). The cognitive theorists view and believe that explanations of
children’s art must go beyond simply attributing artistic development to maturation and
must move towards a more valid explanation is that children’s art is representative of
general cognitive development, not just simply maturational development (Seefeldt, 1999
p. 205).
The psychoanalytic theory claims that children do not draw what they know, but
rather they draw what they feel. Their art comes from deep down inside (Cole, 1966).
Firmly based on the concept of the unconscious, wherein a type of mental activity takes
place that people are not even aware of this theory of child art postulates a relationship
between children’s psychological development and their art. Embedded in the theory is
the idea that children’s art products are reflections of emotions and express deep,
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subconscious feelings. Psychoanalysts do not refer to children conscious knowledge,
general development, or concept development. Historically, psychoanalytic thought has
greatly influenced early childhood educators. A number of practices in early childhood
stem from these theories. The use of finger paints, clay, and free-flowing tempera paint is
based, at least in part, on the idea that these materials allow children to release inner
feelings and emotions, and do not restrict them in the way small crayons, pencils, or other
tools might (MeWhinner, 1992).
Perceptual theorists view that children draw what they see, not what they feel or
know (Amheim, 1974). Gestalt psychology maintains that children do not see objects as
structured in an active process and that perception is an active process where the brain
acts on the basis of retinal impressions. The brain acts on incoming visual perceptions
according to laws of perception (Seefeldt, 1999). According to Amheim:
The perceiver works on his sensations, he makes something with the
sensory excitations focused in his eyes and transmitted to his brain. It is a
mistake to believe that human perception is completely like the action of a
camera...our brains organize and restructure the electrochemical impulses
received from our eyes. (Amheim, 1974 p. 128)

Review of Literature
Research into Children’s Drawing
For more than a century, researchers have been studying the area of children’s
drawing and a large amount of data has been collected. However, the researchers have
differed widely in their purposes and hence in the way they have gathered and analyzed
data (Hayes et al, 1994 p. 266).
Some researchers have concentrated on the product, while others have focused on
the processes involved in producing the drawing. Amongst those who have focused on
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the product are the art educators who identified similarities in the drawings produced by
children of similar ages. Based on these findings, theories of‘stages of development’
have been proposed (e.g., Lucquet 1927, Amheim 1954, Kellogg 1970, Lowenfield and
Brittan 1975, Barrett and Light, 1976 as cited Hayes et al, 1994 p. 266). Some art
educators have challenged the developmental orientations. Eisner (1976) stated that ‘the
characteristics that children produce in their drawings and sculptures are products of both
purpose and skill. When coping with problems, the child, like the rest of us, brings to
bear upon it those technologies of mind that seem to be relevant to solving it. Eisner has
argued that, as the children work out the solutions to a problem, the best way they can at
their age and without instruction, similar solutions occur at certain ages and this has been
interpreted as evidence of developmental stages (as cited in Hayes et al, 1994 p. 266).
Psychologists have also paid attention to the drawings produced by children.
However, their purposes, and hence methodologies, have been quite different to those of
the art educators. The ‘Draw-a-Man’ test has been promoted as a reliable way of
assessing mental maturity (Harris 1963). Others (e.g., Koppitz, 1968) have argued those
children’s human figure drawings can be used to gain insight into their attitudes to
significant events. In several recent studies (e.g.. Hart and Goldin-Meadow, 1984)
researchers have sought to understand children's thinking about drawing by asking them
to judge other children’s drawings. Brooks et al. (1988) that ‘it was found that children
significantly prefer representations which have most in common with their own drawings,
thus indicating that children draw as they do through choice, and not because they have
difficulty in producing more advanced representation (as cited in Hayes et al, 199h p.

267).
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Other researchers have focused on the drawing processes of young children. For
example, Goodnow (1977) observed children while they were involved in the drawing
process and interviewed children with regard to their drawing. From this, she identified
features of the drawing process (as cited in Hayes et al, 1994 p. 267). For example, the
studies revealed that children generally work from top to bottom, from left to right, and
from core to accessories.
Van Sommers (1984) is another researcher who focused his attention on drawing
processes. While much of the research into children’s drawings has been conducted
without the objects drawn being present. Van Sommers investigated the impact of the
children being encouraged to focus on the object being drawn. The research revealed that
inviting the child ‘to look very carefully not so much at his own drawing, but at the detail
of a model before him’ had significant impact on the drawing produced (as cited in Hayes
et al, 1994 p. 267).
Other research in this category by Jones (1972) has suggested that there is forces
within the drawing process itself that tend to restrict graphic development to a slowly
incremental, evolutionary process. Furthermore this can be changed if children are shown
new drawing strategies (MeWhinnie, 1971 as cited in Hayes et al p. 267).

Learning to Draw
Often the first representational drawings produced by young children are human
figures. Children between the ages of 3 and 5 years old commonly draw circles with two
vertical lines radiating downward to represent humans. In the literature on children s
drawings, these head and leg representations are referred to as tadpoles, a name that
compares them to the appearance of the aquatic larval stage of the frog.
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Many authors have assumed that the human trunk is omitted in the tadpole figure
(Lowenfeld and Brittain, 1975, Dileo, 1970). Others notably Amheim (1954) and
Golomb (1974) believe children’s tadpole drawings are based on observations and are
concerned with generalities. Amheim feel that the circular shape represents both the head
and the trunk in the tadpole drawings, the circle functions as an undifferentiated head and
trunk. The trunk is not actually omitted, it is included in the circular shape from which
the arms and legs radiate (Colbert, 1981).
Basset (1977) found that children knew more about the human figure than they
drew. Using construction tasks that included a precut head, trunk, arms and legs, she
found that children who spontaneously drew tadpoles could assemble a figure complete
with trunk using precut body parts. Basset believed that when drawing, children loose
sight of the head and leg. Other surveys of children’s spontaneous drawings of humans
show that the head is more commonly included than the trunk and that legs are more
commonly included than arms (Ames, 1945, Hurlock and Thomson, 1934, Shapiro and
Stine, 1965).
In a study of how children plan their drawings, Freeman (1977) reported that most
children drawing tadpole figures drew them in the order of the head, legs, and finally
arms. He attributed the sequence of the drawings to a performance problem children
encounter in accessing stored representations. Freeman feels that the child is “end
anchoring” on the head and legs: In trying to assess their stored representation of the
human figure, children seem to quickly scan their mental image in a vertical fashion,
paying particular attention to the beginning and end of the figure and often omitting arms
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entirely. Earlier work by Howard and Templeton (1966) supports Freeman’s findings of
vertical planning in early drawings of humans.
In a study of young children’s gender differences and drawings of humans,
Willsdon (1977) found marked differences between the figures produced by boys and
girls. Willsdon reported:
The boys took up to six months longer to produce a figure with a distinct
trunk; and up to eighteen months longer than girls to introduce cosmetic
lips, as well as six months longer to draw a waist. In the drawing of double
lines for legs the girls were in advance of boys by some six months, and
by as much as twelve months for double line arms. When it came to
drawing both arms and legs in double line in one figure, the girls were at
least six months ahead of the boys. The girls produced far more clothed
figures between four-and half and six years than did the boys. (p. 68-69)
Willsdon also reported that girls produced figure drawings of a clearly
indentifiable sex before boys did. Girls tended to show less interest in drawing teeth than
boys of the same age. Boys tended to make more lines and marks resembling scribbling
up to the age of 5 years.
Cox (1989) gave a task to two groups of children age 7 and 8 years old. The task
was to draw three-dimensional objects, a cube and wedge. Most children drew
converging forms in the wedge task but drew rectangular forms in the cube task. This
pattern of responses shows that most children have no difficulty with drawing oblique
objects but are influenced by their knowledge of the construction of object.
The wedge is known to have converging ‘depth’ edges whereas the cube is known
to be rectangular. This suggests then that children’s rectangular cube drawings reflect
their attempts to draw the variant features of the cube, rather than its apparent shape. It
must be pointed out, however, that the change in response from the cube to the wedge
task was not so dramatic for the younger children, showing that some still cling to a
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rectangular response in an isographic task. It is possible that they do not know how to
represent the covering edges pictorially.
Willats (1992) observed the task given to two groups of children boys and girls.
The task was to draw sticks and discs in foreshortened and no foreshortened positions. He
found that fewer 7 and 12 year-olds used a round region to represent a foreshortened
stick, compared with children of the same age who used a long region to represent a
foreshortened disc. In addition, the 12 year olds used a different and more effective
denotation system compared with the 7-year-olds. Willats findings suggest that Piaget’s
contention that the difficulties children have in drawing what they see result from the lack
of any conscious awareness or mental discrimination between different viewpoints does
not provide an adequate explanation for the development sequence revealed by this
experiment (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956, p. 178). According to Piaget and Inhelder (1956)
children need, consciously and unconsciously to be aware of how to view an object
correctly when he/she draws the object before they can produce a satisfactory
representation. According to Willats (1992) children still have to learn how to represent
these views in pictures, and this involves learning how to use the appropriate drawing and
denotation systems. When children are learning to draw they are, for the most part, doing
just that: learning to draw, rather than learning to see.
Freeman and Janikoun (1972) observed children who were given a task of
drawing a cup and placing it in a far distance so that the handle was invisible. They found
that children at the age of 5, 6, and 7years old drew the no visible handle of the cup while
children at the age of 8, and 9 year old dropped it completely.
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Barrett and Light (1976) reported on three age groups of children given tasks of
free drawing a house, a cup and a saucer. The finding is that the early stage development
of children drawing is symbolism. The intellectual realism is an intermediate phase
bridging symbolism and visual realism.

Drawing to Learn
In the early years, children can learn through many ways. Drawing activity is one
of the media that can be used as a learning process and social context. Vygotsky (1978)
theorized that it is in the social context that the child observes others using a sign system
for specific purposes, these purposes eventually become meaningful and useful to the
child. Researchers agreed that drawing helps children to understand certain concepts of
learning.
Vygotsky (1978) suggested those children's first representations of meaning arise
as first-order symbolism: their representations, such as those occurring in play and in
drawings, directly denote objects or events. In his view then, in early representational
writing, children directly denote entities through graphics, much as they do in drawing;
they do not represent parts of utterances (as cited in Dyson, 1993b, p. 361-362).
Dyson (1982) and Gudlach (1982) find that children may use drawing to serve
many of the functions for which older children and adults use writing, including the
creation of imaginary worlds. In addition, children's understanding of the symbol system
of drawing (of using lines and curves to represent objects) may serve as a transition to
their initial understanding of the symbol system of writing (of using the lines and curves
of letters to represent the names of objects) (Dyson, 1982, Ferreiro & Terberosky, 1982)
(as cited in Dyson, 1986, p. 380).
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Frances Kane (1982) agreed that young children express thinking graphically as
well as verbally. Scribbling, drawing and painting not only communicate children’s
thinking but also involve them in the development of abstract symbols and refinement of
manipulative skills. Children spontaneously create alphabetic symbols and exercise
perceptual and motor skills needed for handwriting as they progress through stages of
artistic development (Kane, 1982, p. 288).
Forman (1994) observed at Reggio Emilia, school in Italy that representational
media such as drawings made with markers, paper construction, clay sculpture, and
wooden constructions are used to deepen the children’s understanding of a theme or
concept. He suggests that media such as drawings that best serve the role for design also
make the most cognitive demands on children.
Brittain (1979), in a case study, gave 40 preschool children a task to write
his/her name on his/her drawing. If the child could not do the task, he was given
encouragement or told to make believe he was writing his name. The preliminary finding
seems to be that there is parallel development between the achievement of forms in
drawing and the achievement of forms in writing. Young children follow parallel
sequences of development in drawing and handwriting, beginning with scribbles
Graves (1979), in a case study of 20 first and third grade children, sought
to describe in detail the “what” of composing in order to explain the “why” of child
behavior during the writing process. The study is broadly viewed from the child’s
drawing, painting, and working with crayons, pens, pencils, to the composing of first,
second, and third drafts. The data came from collections of all forms of composing, direct
observation of the children writing, and videotapes made during the composing process.
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Graves preliminary findings state that drawing and writing are much the same for
children. He found that children drew before they wrote. When children drew, they chose
the subject and gained control of the information as they sketched the object. Drawing is
the driving force behind children’s writing. It serves as rehearsal for the text as well as an
important bridge from speech to print. Children need to draw because drawing helps them
know what to write. If drawing is important, they do not usually know what they will
write until they draw. Drawing creates a setting for the print (writing). The finding
stresses that drawing is one important means of maintaining that control (initiative).
Skupa (1985) studied the effects of drawing on the writing performance of young
children. The subjects of the study were 39-second grade children. The task of the study
was writing with the guide of drawing and writing without drawing as reference. The
study found that children who drew prior to composing produced significantly more ideas
in their writing than students who did not draw prior to composing. The findings state
that drawing was an integral part of the composing process providing students with the
opportunity to reflect, contemplate, and articulate their thoughts and ideas before writing
them down. The findings showed drawing before writing helped the children to
subsequently produce more ideas in their writing. Drawing was one procedure that helped
students to find ideas for writing. It served as a nonverbal memory tracer that encouraged
children to engage in a type of visual thinking whereby they could integrate their ideas
into a form that was readily accessible and easier to remember. Drawing is one way in
which children can organize their ideas into a pictorial form that accentuates which ideas
belong together. Skupa recommended that drawing was a highly effective procedure that
helped young writers establish control over the planning process.
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Dyson (1986) observed that children from birth to the age of three begin to
explore the form of writing by scribbling. At the ages of three to six, the controlled
scribbling gradually develops into recognizable objects which they name, and similarly,
the scribbling gradually acquires the characteristics of print, including linearity,
horizontal orientation, and the arrangement of letter-like forms (as cited in Morrow,
1997,p. 118). In her case study of kindergarten children, Dyson (1993b) stated that
children should be allowed the artistic and social space they need to infuse meaning into
their own writing through drawing, social talk, and dramatic play. Dyson’s findings that
children’s drawing and talking supported each other, as they drew visual details and
verbally discussed and indeed argued about the characteristics and names of different fish
based on their previous experience visiting the aquarium.
Taunton (1984) reviewed that there is a relationships between drawing and verbal
communication. Young children’s verbal embellishments of their drawings are used to
make the drawn representation more complete and meaningful (Golomb, 1974,
Lowenfeid and Brittain, 1975). Golomb (1974) feels that children’s verbal flights of
fantasy accompanying drawing serve as a substitute representation often used by young
children to meet the task demands of adults. Later, according to Golomb (1974), the child
uses another verbal device,” reading off,” after the picture has been drawn as a way of
interpreting what was made.
Similarities in the development of drawing and language systems have been noted
by several researchers, including Colbert (1984), Goodnow (1977) and Willats (1977). In
one study that tested children’s abilities to represent three-dimensional space, Willats
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(1977) explained his subjects’ use of drawing systems by comparing these systems to
language. He reported:
Drawing, far from being a mechanical process is, particularly
for younger children, an active, creative, problem solving
activity in which the child invents successively more complex
and abstract rule systems for the concepts he wishes to
communicate. In this respect the acquisition of drawing ability
seems remarkably similar in its developmental pattern to the
acquisition of verbal language (p. 200-201).
Goodnow (1977) notes that the discovery of an orderly sequence in children’s
acquisition of drawing skills is as important as finding that their early language follows
discernible rules. Both Colbert (1984) and Litt (1977) have compared childrens’ drawings
and verbal descriptions of objects. The studies indicated that children’s’ drawing and
verbal descriptions were remarkably similar and that children rarely verbally described
parts of objects they did not draw (as cited in Taunton, 1984, p. 58).
Hale (1998) observed a group of 12 transitional-first grade children. The findings
of this study are significant in that they suggest to the classroom teacher that children’s
artwork offer many insights into children’s development of literacy. Artwork may be
used as a tool in the assessment of reading level or ability. Another researcher. Fast
(1997), carried out a preliminary study with 16 kindergarten children. Fast states that the
markers could be used quite readily as an aid to the identification of children who may
benefit from encouragement and/or remedial intervention.
Forman, Langley, Moonja Oh & Wrisley (1998) found that using the concept of
cycles of symbolism as a guide to enhance the reflectivity of children as they drew and
cycled back to redraw their current assumptions, ideas, and theories. The children were
using symbolism, not only to represent what they already knew, but also to reflect and
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question what it is they say they knew. They, in essence, represent their knowledge in
order to improve its coherence. The drawing, in this sense, was done in order to learn,
instead of in order to communicate what is known (as cited in Forman et al 1998 p. 362).
In the teaching and learning process, drawing enhances the understanding of new
knowledge. The process is more interactive between children and teacher. Forman (1998)
used the term “negotiated learning” in describing the process of learning new knowledge
and using drawing as a tool of learning. The curriculum is not child centered or teacher
directed. The curriculum is child originated and teacher framed (Forman, 1998 p. 240).
The three components of the curriculum are design, documentation and discourse. Design
refers to any activity in which children record their plan or intended solution. A drawing
can be design if it is drawn with intent to guide the construction of the items drawn, or to
guide a sequence of steps (Forman, 1998 p. 241). Discourse connotes a more reflective
study of what is being said, a struggle to understand, where speakers constructively
confront each other, experience conflict, and seek footing in a constant shift of
perspectives. Documentation refers to any activity that renders a performance recorded
with sufficient detail to help others understand the behavior recorded. Thus a single
drawing by a child would not be considered documentation, but an edited videotape of
the child creating a drawing or a set of redrawn portions to plot the development of the
final drawing would be considered documentation (Forman, 1998a p. 241). The three
components of design, documentation, and discourse are interrelationships of drawing
activities used to understand or learn new knowledge. Forman’s (1999) statement that
through careful analysis of the process of drawing, we have determined that children
must make a shift from drawing how something looks to drawing how something works.
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Drawing as a Medium of Learning Science
Learning is as an active process involving the selection and construction of
information by the learner (McGuigan, Qualter & Schilling, 1993). Through learning,
children develop their understanding of science. McGuigan, Qualter & Schilling (1993)
view that ideas develop from experiences of the world and continue to be constructed as
new experiences are encountered. Children develop an everyday understanding of a
word, which they often apply inappropriately in the context of science. Drawings help
children shift current ideas and develop understanding of new ideas. McGuigan, Qualter
& Schilling (1993) write that;
children do not throw away their own ideas when offered the conventional
scientific ones, but attempt to accommodate these ideas into their original
structure. If they don’t fit, the chances are that they will not be
incorporated. A more effective approach is to start with the ideas children
already have and move on from there, (p. 25)

Forman (1999) states that drawing to ieam in science is ‘to understand the
mechanism by which children, in the act of drawing their theories, gain a better
understanding of their misconceptions and thereby reconstruct their misconceptions into a
more sensible theory (Forman, 1999, p. 150). Based on preliminary study of Forman
(1990) about the children’s ideas about mechanical, operations, drawing were an
effective medium in explaining the mechanical operations. His case study observing a
seven-year-old child draw in a process of a bicycle worked. The study found that in the
first drawing the child drew about what he knew about the bicycle. The second drawing
showed that after looking carefully at the real bicycle, the child reconstructs his
misconception about the bicycle. Forman (1999) also observed in class activities that the
drawing becomes a platform for discussion between teacher and children. Drawings are
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frequently shared with the group, usually of about four children, and they discuss what
the drawings mean. The drawings help the children develop a common referent, and this
in turn helps them reconstruct their misconceptions about a science topic (Forman, 1999,
p. 151).

Research on Drawing to Learn Science
There is evidence that young children can communicate scientific observation
through their drawings. Hayes and Symington (Hayes & Symington, 1984; Hayes,
Symington, & Martin, 1994, Symington & Hayes, 1991) have investigated the use of
children’s drawings in science, with an emphasis on their communicative role. They
describe several studies in which first and second year school children (aged 6 to 7 years)
used drawings to portray the features of objects. Children were able to draw individual
shells or rocks, which were recognized by other children, thus demonstrating visual
realism. They also began to use labels on drawings about activities with snails and oils to
increase their ability to communicate through drawings.
However, can children communicate ideas for which they do not have a visible
object? The evidence suggests that they can. Krampen’s (1991) research revealed that
children could draw from memory representations of six different types of buildings.
Symington, Boundy, Radford and Walton (1981) found that many children aged 5 to 8
years added a stem to their drawing of a leaf even though the stem was not visible.
McGuigan, Quaker, & Schilling (1993) have shown that 7- to 11-year-old children can
use drawings to represent their ideas of concepts such as evaporation. Hulland and
Munby (1994) used drawings to help measure fifth grade children s conceptual change
during a study of wetlands and described how, in the different drawings of two children.
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the more analytical thinker was able to represent ideas, which were more integrated in his
drawings.
Kutnick (1978) found that children’s drawing of their classroom represented their
social understanding of the teacher-child relationship, indicating that dimensions other
than cognitive can be portrayed. Another researcher Forman (1990,1994,1996,1998)
found that drawing was used as a ‘thinking activity’ rather than ‘drawing activity’ to
explain the facts and theories of bicycle, water wheel, snow, and rain. Forman’s (1990)
states that 'in drawing to learn it is preferrable to position the child to take the mental
stances of editing a theory that is partially correct rather than starting over with a new
theory. The rational of this strategy comes from the principles of constructivism, which
state that children need to understand their wrong theories rather than simple grow
beyond them'.

Statement of Problem
Early childhood educators use drawing as an activity in the classroom. There is a
need to change the approach from 'learning to draw' to 'drawing to learn' especially for
young children. There is a need for more research on young children's use of drawing as a
‘thinking activity’ rather than a ‘drawing activity’ (Forman, 1990). Previous researchers
have focused their studies on the products' and 'produce' of children's drawing. Most of
these researchers are art educators (products) and psychologists (produce). Recently there
is an interest to study children's drawing as a 'process' and it is related with other
disciplines of learning. For example, drawing as a medium of learning to write (Brittain,
1979; Graves, 1979, Dyson, 1982; Ferreiro & Terberosky, 1982, Skupa, 1985), the
development of drawing and verbal skills (Litt, 1977, Goodnow, 1977, Willats, 1977,
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Colbert, 1984). Recently, there is an interets in studying reading (Fast, 1997, Hale, 1998)
and learning science (Driver, i985, Forman, 1990, Krampen, 1991, McGuigan, Qualter,
& Schilling, 1993, Hulland & Munby, 1994). For learning science, most researchers
focus on children in elementary classes and higher grades. Forman (1990) preliminary
study proved that children at an early age could use drawing as a 'thinking activity'. There
is a need further study in the area of drawing as a 'thinking activity' for young children
age six.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the ability of young children age six
and nine years old to explain how something works. Their ability was measured by
examining the use of a pencil and a pencil sharpener in their drawing and words spoken
to help explain their understand of how it works.
Rationale and Hypothesis of the Study
It was decided to use a drawing task that was fairly simple, yet revealing.
Children were asked to draw how a pencil sharpener works. The task gives the
opportunity to learn which types of presentation encourage children to think about the
dynamics of a working system.
Hypothesis 1: Children will invent a more complete representation of how the
pencil sharpener works when they are presented with less information, as in Treatment 1
(Think). In Treatment 1 (Think) children do not witness the pencil inside the sharpener
and therefore have to imagine what is happening inside the pencil sharpener. Therefore
these children are less likely to rely on physical features and more likely to invent the
relations and the function. This hypothesis would be confirmed if Measures ‘Relation’
(R) and ‘Function’ (F) were higher for Treatment 1 than the other treatments. One would
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also expect lower scores on Measure ‘Existence’ (E) for Treatment 1 compared to
Treatments 2,

and 4. This latter hypothesis can be explained by the greater dependence

on what is made physically visible in Treatments 2 to 4.
Hypothesis 2; Children who witness the sharpening of the pencil by the
experimenter, but who cannot themselves sharpen the pencil (Treatment 2), are more
likely to represent the physical features of the pencil. This is presumed to be true because
the salience of the physical object over-rides their tendency to invent or to go beyond the
givens. This hypothesis would be confirmed if children in Treatment 2 scored higher on
‘Existence 1’ (El) than children in Treatment 1.
Hypothesis 3: Children should be better able to construct a complete theory of
how the pencil sharpener works by using a combination of drawing and speaking. Thus it
was predicted that children who were denied the opportunity to draw their theories would
do more poorly. This hypothesis would be confirmed if children in Treatment 4 (Do and
Speak) scored more poorly on ‘Relation l’(Rl) and ‘Function 1* (FI) in words than did
children in the other treatments.
Hypothesis 4: Children who have the opportunity to sharpen the pencil
(Treatment 3 and 4) are more likely to profit from seeing the cut-away pencil sharpener
in Session 2. When actually sharpening the pencil, the children focus on how to angle and
turn the pencil. Thus when they see the cut-away, the shape of the hole can be related to
the constraints they felt while twisting the pencil. This hypothesis does not contradict
Hypothesis 1 because Hypothesis 1 deals with performance before seeing the cut-away.
This hypothesis would be confirmed that by higher mean difference scores on Relation
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2-Relation 1 ’(R2-R1) and ‘Function 2- Function 1 ’(F2-F1) for Treatment 3 and 4
compared to Treatments 1 and 2.

Limitations
1.

The willingness and ability of the children to respond at all, to respond in a
timely fashion, and to respond accurately are important variables, which may
affect the outcome of the study and cannot be controlled by the researcher.

2.

The researcher cannot control children’s previous drawing experiences and
their maturity levels, which may influence the mechanical drawing of pencil
sharpener.

3.

The researcher will not consider information regarding the children’s families
or study backgrounds in order to eliminate possible experimenter bias.

4.

The researcher’s attitude and temperament may affect the child’s response on
tasks. The researcher’s implicit expectation also may result in a biased
outcome.

5.

The child may be sensitive or nervous during the drawing tasks and answering
activity. The child might not be used to the different environment of the
researcher's room and speaking one on one with an instructor.

Delimitations
1.

Each treatment will be tested at every school; the children/participants will
have different learning environment experiences.

2.

The population will include children from ages of five to six years old in the
‘annex preschool’ district of Muar, Johor, Malaysia.
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3.

All children/participant in each school will be assigned randomly to the same
treatment in order to decrease selector bias.

4.

Each group of treatment will not be notified in advance and the groups will
not interact each other.

5.

The sequence of drawing a pencil sharpener will be that the child will be
asked a question after he/she has finished the task. The child is allowed to add
if they wish.

6.

The child’s personality and emotion will not be considered in this study.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Subjects
A total of 320 children were sampled from the elementary school district of Muar
in Johor, Malaysia. One hundred sixty 6year-old and one hundred sixty 9year-old
children served as experimental subjects. Forty children, twenty boys and twenty girls in
each age group were randomly assigned to four treatment groups. The children came
from similar communities, though they represented a mix of social and economic ranks,
family styles, educational background of parents, and child-raising patterns. All of the
treatments were conducted by the researcher.

Procedure
Subjects participated in the experiment individually in order to ensure that all
subjects paid attention to the researcher’s instruction and worked under similar
conditions. Each child was required to leave his classroom and returned to his class after
the session. There was no time limit. Each child was tested individually by the researcher
in a quiet room. The child sat at a table of appropriate height that he could work with the
researcher instructions. Each child used identical material: one black marker and two
sheets of paper except in Treatment 4. Children in each Treatment were required both to
draw and speak. In Treatment 4 the children were required to speak but not to draw. The
researcher recorded all the words spoken in each treatment. There were two sessions in
each treatment. Instruction in session 1 focused on a complete pencil sharpener followed
by questions related to how it works. Session 2 introduced a cut-away pencil sharpener,
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cut in half by research to expose the inner working of the sharpened, followed by
questions to explain how the pencil sharpener sharpened the pencil.

Observational Tasks
Treatment 1: Draw Your Theory (Think)
Material: Pencil sharpener, pencil, black marker and white sheets of paper 8 Vi” x
11”. Instruction Session 1: ‘This is a pencil sharpener to sharpening the pencil”. The
researcher holds up the pencil and pencil sharpener to show the child. Then the researcher
sharpens the pencil in front of the child, but covers the sharpener with his left hand as he
turns the pencil. The researcher shows the sharpened pencil to the child, “Look, I have
sharpened the pencil using the pencil sharpener. I would like you to draw me a picture
that explains how the pencil sharpener works. I want you to really think about how the
pencil sharpener cuts the pencil into a point. So you will need to draw what happens on
the inside of pencil sharpener. Think about the inside of the sharpener”. The researcher
then puts away the pencil sharpener and then gives the child a sheet of white paper and a
black marker. The child is not allowed to look at the real pencil sharpener. After
completion of the initial drawing the researcher asks: ”Are you finished? Look at your
drawing, can you tell me how the pencil sharpener works?” The researcher records the
words spoken by the child. After the child explains his/her drawing, the researcher shows
them the cut-away pencil sharpener in Session 2. “I want you to look carefully at the
inside of the pencil sharpener. May be it will give you an idea about how the pencil
sharpener works. Would you like to add or change anything in your drawing?’ If the
child wants to add or change anything, the researcher gives him/her a black marker and a
sheet of white paper. The child is allowed to look the cut-away pencil sharpener then the
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researcher puts it away. This helps the child understand what the inside of pencil
sharpener looks like. After completion of the initial drawing, the researcher asks the
question: ’’Are you finished? Look at your drawing. Can you tell me how the pencil
sharpener works?” The researcher records the words spoken by the child.
Treatment 2: Draw The Object (See)
Material: Pencil sharpener, pencil, black marker and white sheet of paper 8 Vi' x 11”.
Instruction Session 1: ‘This is a pencil sharpener to sharpen the pencil”. The researcher
holds up the pencil and pencil sharpener to show the child. The researcher sharpens the
pencil in front of the child and allows the child to watch. Then, the researcher shows the
child the sharpened pencil. “Look, I have sharpened the pencil using the pencil
sharpener.” The researcher gives the child the pencil sharpener. The child is allowed to
look at the pencil sharpener but not allowed to stick a pencil inside of it. “Look carefully
at the pencil sharpener. I would like you to draw me a picture that explains how the
pencil sharpener works. I want you really think about how the pencil sharpener cuts the
pencil into a point. So you will need to draw what happens inside the pencil sharpener.
Think about the inside of the pencil sharpener.” The researcher gives a white sheet of
paper and black marker to the child. After completion of the initial drawing, the
researcher asks: ’’Are you finished? Look at your drawing. Can you tell me how the
pencil sharpener works?” The researcher records the words spoken by the child.
After the child explains his/her drawing, the researcher shows them the cut-away pencil
sharpener in Session 2. “I want you to look carefully at the inside of the pencil sharpener.
Maybe it will give you an idea about how the pencil sharpener works. Would you like to
add anything or change anything in your drawing?’ If the child wants to add or change,
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give him/her a black marker and a sheet of white paper. The child is allowed to look at
the cut-away pencil sharpener then the researcher puts it away. This gives the child an
idea of what the inside of the pencil sharpener looks like. After completion of the initial
drawing, the researcher asks: ’’Are you finished? Look at your drawing. Can you tell me
how the pencil sharpener works?” The researcher records the words spoken by the child.

Treatment 3: Draw What You Do (Do)
Material: Pencil sharpener, pencil, black marker and white sheet of paper 8 V2” x
11”. Instruction Session 1: ‘This is a pencil sharpener to sharpen the pencil”. The
researcher holds up the pencil and pencil sharpener to show the child. The researcher
sharpens the pencil in front of the child and allows the child to watch. The researcher
shows the child the sharpened pencil. “Look, I have sharpened the pencil using the pencil
sharpener.” Then researcher gives the child the pencil sharpener. The child is allowed to
look at the pencil sharpener and allowed to stick (sharpen) a pencil inside of it. “Look
carefully at the pencil sharpener, I would like you to draw me a picture that explains how
the pencil sharpener works. I want you to really think about how the pencil sharpener cuts
the pencil into a point. So you will need to draw what happens inside of the pencil
sharpener. Think about the inside of the pencil sharpener.” The researcher gives the child
a white sheet of paper and black marker. After completion of the initial drawing the
researcher asks: ’’Are you finished? Look at your drawing. Can you tell me how the
pencil sharpener works?” The researcher records the words spoken by the child. After the
child explains his/her drawing, the researcher shows them the cut- away pencil sharpener
in Session 2. “I want you to look carefully at the inside of the pencil sharpener. Maybe it
will give you an idea about how the pencil sharpener works. Would you like to add or
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change anything in your drawing?” If the child wants to add or change anything, give
him/her a black marker and a sheet of white paper. The child is allowed to look at the cut¬
away pencil sharpener, and then the researcher puts it away. This gives the child an idea
of what the inside of pencil sharpener looks like. After completion of the initial drawing
the researcher asks: ’’Are you finished? Look at your drawing. Can you tell me how the
pencil sharpener works?” The researcher records the words spoken by the child.

Treatment 4: Tell Me How It Work (Speak)
Material: Pencil sharpener, pencil, black marker and white sheet of paper 8 Vi' x
11”. Instruction Session 1: ‘This is a pencil sharpener to sharpen the pencil”. The
researcher holds up the pencil and pencil sharpener to show the children. He then
sharpens the pencil in front of the child, and shows the child the sharpened pencil. “Look,
I had sharpened the pencil using the pencil sharpener.” He gives the child the pencil
sharpener. The child is allowed to look at the pencil sharpener and allowed to stick
(sharpen) a pencil inside of it. “Look carefully at the pencil sharpener. I would like you to
explain how the pencil sharpener works. I want you to really think about how the pencil
sharpener cuts the pencil into a point. So you will need to draw what happens inside of
the pencil sharpener. Think about the inside of the pencil sharpener.” The researcher
gives the child time to look at the pencil sharpener. Then the researcher continues: ”Are
you finished? Can you tell me how the pencil sharpener works? The researcher records
the words spoken by the child. After the child explains verbally, the researcher shows
him the cut-away pencil sharpener in Session 2. “I want you to look carefully at what the
inside of the pencil sharpener looks like. Would you like to add or change anything in
your answer?” The child is allowed to look at the cut-away pencil sharpener then the
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researcher puts it away. This gives the child an idea of what the inside of pencil sharpener
look like. The researcher continues: "Can you tell me how the pencil sharpener works?
The researcher records the words spoken by the child.

Notation System
The researcher created a notation system to analyze the drawing and words.
Symbol was used to indicate the existence of objects like the pencil and sharpener. The
researcher used the symbols p = pencil, e= eraser, m = metal, r = ribs, < = point and L =
lead. See figure 1.

P

L
Figure 1: Pencil
There were two types of pencil sharpeners, the complete sharpener and the cut¬
away sharpener. The complete pencil sharpener (S) had hole (H), blade (B), screw (*)
and facets. The sharpener had two facets symbolized as S2. See figure 2. The symbol
‘S0’ was used for the ‘cut-away’ pencil sharpener. See figure 3.
The researcher used three different symbols to distinguish the possible types of
holes drawn by the children. The round hole drawn as the front facet of the complete
pencil sharpener is symbolized as He (the covered hole). See figure 4. The symbol for an
illustration of the 'cut-away' hole without angle shown is listed as (H) shown in figure 5.
The 'cut-away' hole illustrated as angled is symbolized as (Ha) shown in figure 6.
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s

facets

Figure 2: Complete Pencil Sharpener

Hole

Figure 3: Cut-away Pencil Sharpener (S0)

■He

Figure 4: Hole cover (He)

Figure 5: Hole (H)

Ha

Figure 6: Hole angle (Ha)
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'Symbol relations' are based on the proximity of pencil to sharpener, the direction
of pencil point in relation to the sharpener, and the angle of the pencil. Some examples of
the coding system develop for the scoring children's drawing are as follows: A pencil
point (<) not facing the pencil sharpener is considered a case of existence, not in relation,
see Figure 7. A pencil pointed towards the sharpener hole in a horizontal position not
touching the pencil sharpener is symbolized as [ P"~>S], ‘ pencil straight, toward
sharpener,’ see Figure 8. A pencil horizontally drawn with the point touching the pencil
sharpener [P- AS] reads ‘ pencil straight, touching sharpener,’ see Figure 9. A slanted
position for the pencil touching the sharpener is symbolized by [P\AS] and read ‘ pencil
slanted, touching sharpener,’ see Figure 10. A pencil drawn inside of the pencil sharpener
with a hidden pencil point is assigned the symbol [P" ;Hc] and read ‘pencil straight,
inside hole cover,’ see Figure 11. A drawing illustrating a 'cut-away' pencil sharpener
with pencil point inside the hole and touching the blade is symbolized [P\;HaAB] and
read n ‘pencil slanted, angled inside hole , touching blade,’ see Figure 12.
'Symbols functions' refers to action and effects illustrated by the child. An
example is ‘turn’symbolized by [O'], see Figure 13. A dictionary of symbols can be
found in Appendix A. Drawings are interpreted in the following sequence: pencil,
relation of pencil to sharpener, and function. For example the interpretation sequence for
a child's drawing may be Pe<\;HAB*S [pencil, with eraser, point, slanted, inside hole,
touching blade, screw on top, sharpener].
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Figure 7: Existence Pencil and Sharpener (PS)

Figure 8: Pencil horizontal touching Sharpener (P AS)

Figure 9: Pencil horizontal towards sharpener (P ~>S)

Figure 10: Pencil slanted touch sharpener (P\AS)

Figure 11: Pencil horizontal inside hole cover (P ;Hc)

Figure 12: Pencil slanted inside hole angle touch blade (P\,HaAB)

Figure 13: Pencil slanted inside hole angle turns touch blade (P\;Hat>AB)

The researcher used the children's explanation of drawings to form symbol
patterns. The following is a set of guidelines used to avoid misinterpretation of the
explanations:
•

Read and select (circle) the words associated with existence, relation, and
function of objects. Repeated and non-essential words are deleted.

•

Assign symbols to words

•

Write symbol pattern associated with symbols sentences.

Example 1: The interpretation of a preschool child's explanation into a symbol pattern in
Session 1.

#en

#en

Pencil).. |sharp enei) [sharpene <^n][sharpenejthen.. .(sharpened)

Figure 14: Symbol Pattern Session 1 Preschool

The symbol patterns was P;S #en. The symbol pattern reads ‘pencil inside sharpener
sharpened.’
Example 2: The interpretation of a third grade child's explanation into a symbol pattern in
Session 2

S

b

B

#

O'

P

0

(In si del the (sharpened has (Slade) The(Blade)is fharffr (TumJ the(peiiaj), the (Slade cuts) the

P

#

(pencil)..become fliarp)

Figure 15: Symbol Pattern Session 2 Third Grade
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The symbol patterns was P;S #B t>P B0P#. The symbol pattern reads ‘ pencil inside
sharpener, sharp blade, turn pencil, blade cuts, pencil sharp.
Existence, relation, and function appear directly in the symbol pattern
Scoring
The researcher created a grading system for children's drawings and explanations.
A scoring system was created based on the number of details supplied by the child in
reference to existence, relations, and function of the objects, see Appendix A for scoring
guidelines and details. Appendix B for examples of drawing related to existence, relations
and function. . The child's drawings and explanations were scored separately. The range
of score was between 1 and 6 points for the areas of existence and relations. The range of
score for function was between 1 and 5.
The grading scores for drawings are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 1: Existence Scores for Drawing
Score
1
2
3
4
5
6

Criteria Groups
(Ol
(02
(Ol
(Ol
(02
(02

+D0), (Ol +D1)
+ DO), (01 + D2), (Ol + D3)
+D4), (02 + D1)
+D5), (02 + D2)
+ D3)
+ D4 above)

Table 2: Relation Scores for Drawing
Score
1
2
3
4
5
6

Criteria Groups
(P-~>S), (p-~>H), (P“ ~>Hc), (P-~>Ha), (P-AS), (P'AH),
(P~AHc), (p-AHa), (P\AS), (P\AB), (PVB), (P/B)
((P- ;S), (P\AS), (P\AB), (PVB), (P/B)
(P- ;H0), (P\;H0)
(P- ;Ha), (P- ;H0B), (P- ;HaB), (P‘ ;H/B), (P\;Ha/B)
(P- ;HAB), (P- ;HaAB)
(P\;HaAB), (P\;HAB)
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Table 3: Function Scores for Drawing
Score
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria Groups
(P- ;Hc t>B)
(P(P- ;Hat>B)
(P\;HO-B), (P\;Hat>B)
(P- ;H-O^B), (P- ;Hat>AB)
(P\;Ht>AB), (P\;Hat>AB)

The grading scores for explanation shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6.

Table 4: Existence Scores for Explanation
Score
1
2
3
4
5
6

Criteria Groups
(Ol
(02
(02
(02
(Ol
(02

+ D0), (OO + Dl)
+ DO), (Ol + Dl), (OO + D2)
+ Dl), (Ol + D2), ( OO + D3
+ D2), (Ol +D3)
+D4)
+ D3 above)

Table 5: Relation Scores for Explanation
Score
1
2
3
4
5
6

[P]
[P]
fP]
[P]
[P]
[P]

Criteria Groups
(;H ), (;Ha ), (;Hc ), (; ~ ), (;S ), (;), (/B)
(\ /B), (;/B), (;B), (; //B) (S work with B)
(;HAB), (;AB), (;AS), (;AB), (AB)
C ;SAB), C ;HAB), f ;HaAB), C ;AB), (;SAB)
(\;SAB), (\;HAB), (\;HAB), (\;AB)
(;t>AB), (;H A#S)
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Table 6: Function Scores for of Explanation
Score

1
2
3
4
5

Criteria Groups
[P;] (S#en),(B#en), (u#B), (1i»,(t>x), (»0). (£Hten),
(0w),(S#en t»,(S#en O), (S#en Oxx)
[P;] (AB~0w), (B~0 Pw), (B~0P<)
[P;] (OaB), (ABt>), (0#B), (Bt>), (t>B#en), ((t>AB#en),
(AB#en »P)
[P;] (-O-x 0), (t>x x 0), (B0 Pt>), (AB#en »P),
(A B#en t^x),(B#en»£V)
[P;] ( O’ 0W AB), (0uB ABO0w), (O B#en 0w),
(B0POP#en),(OB0P<)

Data Analysis
Once symbols patterns were established for each drawing and explanation, they
were further analyzed in the three areas: existence (E), relation (R) and function (F). See
figure 16.

Figure 16: Analyzing Symbol Pattern
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Example 1: Analyzing drawing existence (E) of symbols pattern. Figure 17 was referred.

ODD

DO

Figure 17: Analyzing for Existence (E)
In the area of existence symbol patterns were assigned additional coding for the
criteria of object (O) and detail (D). The data shows there were 2 objects (O). The objects
(O) were pencil [P] and sharpener cut-away [S0]. Pencil [P] has 1 detail (D) that was
point [<]. Sharpener cut-away [S0] has 2 details (D), hole cover [Ha] and blade [B]. The
objects each receive one point and the object with the most details is chosen to score
additional points. For example, there are two objects (02), which equals 2 points. The
pencil [P] has only one supporting detail while the 'cut-away' sharpener [S0]) has two.
Therefore the 'cut-away' sharpener sequence is used for scoring of detail points and the
pencil detail is ignored. The grading score is 4, (02 + D2, 2 objects plus 2 details). See
Table 1 and Appendix A.
Example 2: Analyzing the drawing relation (R) of symbols pattern. Figure 18 was
referred.

®<CTU>OO)S0
Figure 18: Analyzing for Relation (R)

In the area of relations symbol patterns were circled when they referred to the
proximity of pencil to sharpener, the direction of pencil point in relation to the sharpener,
or the angle of the pencil. In this case the data shows the relations of pencil [P] was
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straight ["] inside [;] angled [Ha] and touching [A] the blade [B]. Therefore the score was
5 (P~ ;HaAB). See Table 2 and Appendix A.
Example 3: Analyzing the drawing function (F) of symbols pattern. Figure 19 was
referred.

®<0@@@S0
Figure 19: Analyzing for Function (F)
Function refers to the effect of an object on the working system. In this case the data
shows turns [£V] as a function. The function of turns [t^] has an effect when the pencil
[P] is placed straight ["] inside [;] angled [Ha] and touching [A] the blade [B]. A score of
4 is assigned for the four elements necessary to cause the effects on the object,
(P- ;HajO’AB). See Table 3 and Appendix A.
Scores for each of the four ‘treatment’ were divided into two different ‘sections’,
‘drawings’ and ‘explanation’ as shown in Figure 23. Each section was further divided
into two sessions. Each session was then subdivided into three categories Existence 1
(El), Relation 1 (Rl) and Function 1 (FI) and in ‘Session 2’ Existence 2 (E2), Relation2
(E2) and Function 2 (F2).
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Figure 20: Analyzing Data
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS
Scores were assigned to drawings and explanations in both Session 1 and Session
2 for the dimensions of existence, relation, and function. The Session 1 measure was
designed to measure the child's knowledge of how the pencil sharpener works to sharpen
the pencil when prompted by a pencil and a complete pencil sharpener. Session 2 was
designed to measure reconstruction of knowledge on the first tasks with additional
prompting or a cut-away pencil sharpener.
The following Table 7 shows the mean scores for each condition of existence,
relation, and function.

Table 7: Means of Scores
Think
Drawing
El
E2
R1
R2
FI
F2
Words
El
E2
R1
R2
FI
F2

See

Do

P

3

P

3

P

3

2.90
2.50
.68
1.43
.00
.00

4.45
4.35
1.60
2.65
.25
.00

2.48
1.65
.80
.68
.00
.00

4.50
4.57
1.72
3.55
.05
.25

2.90
1.85
1.00
1.00
.00
.00

4.83
4.98
2.15
3.48
.05
.01

1.10
.93
.40
.57
.60
.62

1.92
1.10
.63
67
1.20
.43

.72
.55
.18
.18
.50
.18

1.40
1.28
.82
83
.55
.87

.95
.62
.45
.40
.43
.37

1.48
1.40
62
1.30
.93
.58
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Speak and Do
P
3

1.13
.60
.13
.23
.55
.35

1.73
1.32
.55
.68
.80
.55

3.5'

35'

3.0'

3.0'
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2.5.

2.0.

2 0.
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Average of E
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Average of R
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See
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Average of E
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Average of F

Think

Do
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See
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Speak and Do
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Figure 21: Means Average of Dimension E, F, R

Examination of Hypotheses
The present study investigated four hypotheses. Each of the hypotheses was
tested separately for the Preschool and 3rd grade populations.
Hypothesis 1: Children will invent a more complete representation of how the pencil
sharpener works when they are presented with less information, as in Treatment 1
(Think). In Treatment 1 (Think) children do not witness the pencil inside the sharpener
and therefore have to imagine what is happening inside the pencil sharpener. These
children are less likely to rely on physical features and more likely to invent the relations
and the function. This hypothesis would be confirmed if measures R and F were higher
for Treatment 1 (Think) than the other treatments.
To examine the hypothesis, a one-way ANOVA was performed where the
dependent variable was the average of R and independent variables were treatments. The
analysis was performed separately for medium Explanation (Word) and Drawing. The
results are shown in Table 8, Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11. In both population the
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results shows that the treatment effect was significant (F3j i56= 2.67; P = .05) and F3 117
4.90; P = .00) for medium of drawing.

Table 8: Between-Subjects Average R Preschool (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

5.242

3

1.747

2.686

.049

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 9: Between-Subjects Average R Third Grade (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

22.430

3

7.477

4.896

.003

Between Subjects

Treatments

To confirm the hypothesis 1, the variable R in Treatment 1 (Think) was compared
with other treatments. Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed. The result is
shown in Figure 22. In the preschool drawings, in term of means, the findings showed
that R in Treatment 1 (Think) was higher than R in Treatment 2 (See) and Treatment 3
(Do). In the third grade drawings, Treatment 1 (Think) R was lower than R in Treatment
2 (See) and R in Treatment 3 (Do), but these differences were statistically not significant
(p=1.0, p=1.0 and p=1.0, p=.21 respectively). Therefore Hypothesis 1 for R in drawings
was not confirmed.
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GRADE: Preschool (Drawing)

GRADE: Third Grade (Drawing)
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Figure 22: Mean of R Preschool and Third Grade (Drawing)

In the explanations (words), the result show that variables R for the preschool
population was significant (F3> i56= 2.90; P = .04) but there was no significant finding for
the third grade population (F3> 156= .90; P = .50).

Table 10: Between-Subjects Average R Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

3.242

3

1.081

2.854

.039

Between Subjects

Treatments
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Table 11: Between-Subjects Average R Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

3.163

3

1.054

.873

.456

Between Subjects

Treatments

To confirm Hypothesis 1, the variable R in Treatment 1 (Think) was compared
with the other treatments. Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed. The results are
shown in Figure 23. In the preschool explanations, in term of means, the finding showed
that R in Treatment 1 (Think) was higher than R in Treatment 2 (See) and Treatment 4
(Speak and Do), and lower than Treatment 3 (Do). Third Grade Treatment 1 (Think) was
lower compared to other treatments however, these difference were not statistically
significant (p=.15, p=.15, p= 1.0 and p=1.0, p=1.0, p=1.0 respectively). Therefore
Hypothesis 1 for R in explanations was not confirmed.
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Figure 23: Mean of R Preschool and Third Grade Explaination (Words)

To measures variable F in Treatment 1 (Think), a one way ANOVA were
performed where dependent variables were average of F and independent variables
treatments. The analysis was performed separately for Explanations and Drawings. The
results are shown in Table 12 Table 13, Table 14, and Table 15. In drawings, both cases
for preschool and third grade, the results shows that the treatment effect for F was not
significant (F3> i56= .80; P = .50) and F3, i56= 80; P = .50).

Table 12: Between-Subjects Average F Preschool (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

1.663

3

.554

.790

.501

Between Subiects

Treatments
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Table 13: Average F Third Grade (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

1.663

3

.554

.790

.501

Between Subjects

Treatments

To confirm Hypothesis 1, the variable F in Treatment 1 (Think) was compared
with the other treatments. Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed. The results are
shown in Figure 24. In the preschool drawings, in term of means, the finding showed that
F in Treatment 1 (Think) was higher than F in Treatment 2 (See) and Treatment 4 (Speak
and Do), and lower than Treatment 3 (Do). For the Third Grade Treatment 1 (Think) was
lower compared to other treatments. However, these different were statistically not
significant (p=.90, p= 1.0 and p=1.0, p=1.0 respectively). Therefore Hypothesis 1 for F
with drawings was not confirmed.

Figure 24: Mean of F Preschool and Third Grade (Drawing)
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For the explanations the result shows that there was no significant treatment effect
with the preschool population (F3> i56= .80; P = .50) but there was a significant finding for
the third grade population (F3< is6= .15; P = .00).

Table 14: Between-Subjects Average F Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

1.663

3

.554

.790

.501

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 15: Between-Subjects Average F Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

.413

3

.138

.151

.000

Between Subjects

Treatments

To confirm Hypothesis 1, the variable F in Treatment 1 (Think) was compared
with other treatments. Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed. The results are
showed in Figure 25. The preschool explanations, in terms of means, the finding showed
that F in Treatment 1 (Think) was higher than F in Treatment 2 (See), Treatment 3 (Do)
and Treatment 4 (Speak and Do). The Third Grade Treatment 1 (Think) was lower
compared to other treatments. However, these different were statistically not significant
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(p=.90, p= 1,0, p=1.0 and p=1.0, p=1.0, p=1.0 respectively). Therefore Hypothesis 1 was
not confirmed for F in explanations.

Figure 25: Mean of F Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)

Hypothesis 1 also predicted that one would expect lower scores on Measure E for
Treatment 1 (Think) compared to Treatments 2 (See), Treatment 3 (Do), and Treatment 4
(Speak and Do). This prediction is based on the increased visibility of the sharpener in
Treatments 2 (See) and Treatment 4 (Speak and Do).
To measures variable E in Treatment 1 (Think), a one-way ANOVA were
performed where dependent variables were the average of E and independent variables
were the treatments. The analysis was performed separately for Explanations and
Drawings. The results are shown in Table 16,Table 17, Table 18, and Table 19. For the
drawings in both cases, preschool and third grade, the results showed that the treatment
effect was not significant (F2,117= 1-23; P = .30 and F2,117 = 1.29; P = .28).
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Table 16: Between-Subjects Average E Preschool (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

8.129

2

4.065

1.231

.296

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 17: Between-Subjects Average E Third Grade (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

5.337

2

2.669

1.288

.280

Between Subjects

Treatments

To confirm Hypothesis 1, the variable E in Treatment 1 (Think) was compared
with the other treatments. Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed. The results are
shown in Figure 26. The preschool drawings, in term of means, the finding shows that E
in Treatment 1 (Think) was higher than E in Treatment 2 (See) and Treatment 3 (Do).
The Third Grade Treatment 1 (Think) was lower compared to other treatments. However,
these different were statistically not significant (p=.36, p= 1.0 and p=1.0, p=.37
respectively). Therefore Hypothesis 1 for E with drawings was not confirmed.
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GRADE: Preschool (Drawing)

GRADE: Third Grade (Drawing)
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Figure 26: Mean of E Preschool and Third Grade (Drawing)

The explanations the results for both cases showed there was not significance (F3,
156=

.80; P = .50 and F3, is6 = .20; P = .90).

Table 18: Between-Subjects Average E Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

2.925

3

.975

.977

.405

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 19: Between-Subjects Average E Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

.892

3

.297

.203

.894

Between Subjects

Treatments
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To confirm Hypothesis 1, the variable E in Treatment 1 (Think) was compared
with other treatments. Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed. The results are
shown in Figure 27. The preschool explanations, in term of means, showed that E in
Treatment 1 (Think) was higher than E in Treatment 2 (See), Treatment 3 (Do) and
Treatment 4 (Speak and Do). The Third Grade Treatment 1 (Think) was higher than
Treatment 2 (See) but lower compared to Treatment 3 (Do) and Treatment 4 (Speak and
Do). However, these differences were statistically not significant (p=.57, p= 1.0, p=1.0
and p=1.0, p=1.0, p=1.0 respectively). Therefore the Hypothesis 1 for E with
explanations was not confirmed.

Figure 27: Mean of E Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)
To confirm the overall treatment a one-way ANOVA was performed where
dependent variables were the average of dimension R, F and E. The analysis was
performed separately for Explanations and Drawings. The overall results are shown in
Table 20, Table 21,Table 22 and Table 23. For explanations with both cases, preschool
and third grade, the results showed there was no significant difference in treatment effect
overall.

(F2,117=

.58; P = .60 and

F2,117=

1-25; P = .30).
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Table 20: Between Subject Overall Preschool (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

7.817

2

3.908

.581

.561

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 21: Between Subject Overall Third Grade (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

20.067

2

10.033

1.249

.291

Between Subjects

Treatments

The overall score (R, F, E averaged) for drawing in Treatment 1 (Think) was
compared to the overall scores of the other treatments. Post hoc comparisons were
performed, see Figure 28. For drawings, the results show that Treatment 1 (Think) was
higher compared to Treatment 2 (See), and lower compared to Treatment 3 (Do).
Statistically these differences were not significant (p= 1.0 and p=1.0). Therefore
Hypothesis 1 for overall with drawing was not confirmed.
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Figure 28: Mean of Overall Preschool and Third Grade (Drawing)

For drawings in both cases, preschool and third grade, showed results that had no
significant difference in treatments effect (F3, i56= .61; P = .61 and F3,156= -70; P = .50).

Table 22: Between Subject Overall Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

9.969

3

3.323

.607

.611

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 23: Between Subject Overall Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

20.869

3

6.956

.704

.551

Between Subjects

Treatments
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The overall score (R, F,E averaged) for explanations on Treatment 1 (Think) was
compared to other overall scores of other treatments. Post hoc comparisons were
performed, see Figure 29. For explanations the results showed that Treatment 1 (Think)
was higher compared to Treatment 2 (See), Treatment 3 (Do) and Treatment 4 (Speaks
and Do). Statistically these differences were not significant (p =1.0, p= 1.0, p= 1.0 and
p=1.0, p= 1.0, p=1.0). These results further confirmed that Hypothesis 1 for overall with
explanations cannot be accepted.

GRADE: Overall Preschool (Words)

GRADE: Overall Third Grade (Words)

TREATMENT

TREATMENT

Figure 29: Mean of Overall Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)

Hypothesis 2: Children who witness the sharpening of the pencil by the
experimenter, but who cannot themselves sharpen the pencil (Treatment 2 - ‘See’), are
more likely to represent the physical features of the pencil and pencil sharpener. This is
presumed to be true because the salience of the physical object over-rides their tendency
to invent or to go beyond the givens. This hypothesis would be confirmed if children in
Treatment 2 scored higher on El than children in Treatment 1 (Think).
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A one-way analysis variance was performed to analyze the above hypothesis.
Dependent variables were El and independent variables were treatment. The analysis was
performed separately for Explanation and Drawing. The result was shown in Table 24,
Table 25 Table 26 and Table 27. For drawing, the result shows that there was no
significance difference between treatments effect in Preschool (F2, n7= .751; P = .50) and
Third Grade (F2,117= .70; P = .51).

Table 24:Between Subject El Preschool (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

4.817

2

2.408

.751

.474

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 25:Between Subject El Third Grade (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

3.317

2

1.658

.684

.507

Between Subjects

Treatments

A post hoc multiple comparisons was performed to confirm the Hypothesis 2, see
Figure 30. The variable El in Treatment 2 (See) was compared to Treatment 1 (Think),
see Figure 33. Both grades, for drawing the result shows that Treatment 2 (See) was
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lower than Treatment 1 (Think). Statistically these differences were not significant (p=
.87 and p= 1.0).

Figure 30: Means of El Preschool and Third Grade (Drawing)

For Explanations, the result shows that there was no significant difference
between treatments effect in Preschool (F2,117= .751; P = .50) and Third Grade (F2,117=
.70; P = .51).

Table 26:Between Subject El Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

4.050

3

1.350

1.054

.371

Between Subiects

Treatments
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Table 27: Between SubjectEl Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

6.919

3

2.306

1.302

.276

Between Subjects

Treatments

A post hoc multiple comparison was performed to confirm the Hypothesis 2. The
variable El in Treatment 2 (See) was compared to Treatment 1 (Think).See Figure 31 .
Both grades for explanations, the result shows that Treatment 2 (See) was lower than
Treatment 1 (Think). Statistically these differences were not significant (p= .84, and p=
47).
GRADE: Preschool (Words)

GRADE: Third Grade (Words)

TREATMENT

TREATMENT

Figure 31: Means of El Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)
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Hypothesis 3: Children should be better able to construct a complete theory of
how the pencil sharpener works by using a combination of drawing and speaking. Thus it
was predicted that children who were denied the opportunity to draw their theories would
do more poorly. This hypothesis would be confirmed if children in Treatment 4 (Do and
Speaks) scored more poorly on R1 and FI in words than did children in the other
treatments.
A one-way analysis variance was performed to examine the hypothesis. The
dependent variable was R1 and FI and independent variable was treatment for
explanations. The results were shown in Table 28, Table 29, Table 30 and Table 31. The
variables R1 for Preschool, the result showed that there was a significant on treatment
effect

(F3,156=

3.03; P = .03). and no significant treatment effect in Third Grade

.43; P = .73).

Table 28: R1 Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

3.125

3

1.042

3.029

.031

Between Subjects

Treatments
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(F3,156=

Table 29: R1 Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

1.669

3

.556

.433

.730

Between Subjects

Treatments

Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed to confirm the Hypothesis 3. The
variable FI in Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) was compared to other treatments. Both
preschool and third grade, the resulted shows that Treatment 4 (See) was lower than other
treatments, see Figure 32. Statistically these differences were not significant (p= .23, p=
1.0, p= .09 and p= 1.0, p= 1.0, p= 1.0 respectively).
GRADE: Third Grade (Words)

GRADE: Preschool (Words)
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Figure 32: Mean of R1 Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)

For variable FI the results shows no significant on treatment effect in Preschool
(F3,156= 3.03; P = .03). There was no significant on treatment effect in Third Grader
(F156,160= 1.13; P = .23).
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Table 30:Between FI Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

.669

3

.223

.250

.861

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 31:Between Subject FI Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

8.769

3

2.923

1.785

.152

Between Subjects

Treatments

Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed to confirm the Hypothesis 3. The
variable FI in Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) was compared to other treatments, see Figure
33. For both grades, preschool and third grade, the result showed that Treatment 4 (See)
was lower than other treatments. Statistically these differences were not significant (p=
1.0, p= 1.0, p= 1.0 and p= 1.0, p= 1.0, p= 1.0 respectively).
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Figure 33: Mean of FI Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)

Hypothesis 4: Children who have the opportunity to sharpen the pencil
(Treatment 3 and Treatment 4) are more likely to profit from seeing the cut-away pencil
sharpener in Session 2. When actually sharpening the pencil the children focus on how to
angle and turn the pencil. Thus when they see the cut-away, the shape of the hole can be
related to the constraints they felt while twisting the pencil.

This hypothesis does not

contradict Hypothesis 1 because Hypothesis 1 deals with performance before seeing the
cut-away.
This hypothesis would be confirmed by higher mean difference scores on R2-R1
and F2-F1 for Treatment 3 and 4 compared to Treatments 1 and 2.
A one-way analysis variance was performed to investigate this hypothesis. The
dependent variables were R2-R1 and F2-F1 and independent variables was treatments.
The analysis was performed separately for Explanations and Drawing. The results were
shown in Table 32, Table 33, Table 34 Table 35, Table 36 Table 37, Table 38, Table 33,
Figure 34, Figure 35, Figure 36
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For drawing, the results of variable R2-R1 showed that there was no significant
difference on treatment effect (F2,120= .22; P =.81). The results also show that the
treatments effect was not significant (Fi 17,120= .61; P = 1.0).

Table 32:Between Subject: R2-R1 Preschool (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

17.917

2

8.958

3.641

.029

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 33:Between Subject R2-R1 Third Grade (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

12.350

2

6.175

1.062

.349

Between Subjects

Treatments

Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed to confirm the Hypothesis 4. The
variable R2-R1 in Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) was compared to other treatments. In
medium drawing, both cases showed Treatment 3 (See) result were lower than other
treatments. Statistically these differences were not significant (p= .10, p= 1.0 and p= 1.0,
p=1.0 respectively).
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Figure 34: Mean of R2-R1 Preschool and Third Grade (Drawing)

For explanations, the results of variable R2-R1 showed that there was no
significant difference on treatment effect (F3,156= .41; P =.80). The results also show that
the treatments effect was not significant (F3,156= 1.72; P = .17).

Table 34: R2-R1 Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

1.219

3

.406

.408

P .

Between Subiects

Treatments
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.747

Table 35: R2-R1 Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

Between Subiects

Treatments

SS

df

MS

F

P

3

3.908

1.717

.166

-

11.725

Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed to confirm the Hypothesis 4. The
variable R2-R1 in Treatment 3 (Do) and Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) was compared to
Treatment 1 (Think) and Treatment 2 (See). For explanation, both cases, preschool and
third grade, shows the results that Treatment 3 (Do) and Treatment 4(See) was lower than
other treatments. Statistically these differences were no significant (p= .10, p= 1.0 and p=
1.0, p= 1.0 respectively). In Third Grade, Treatment 3 (Do) and Treatment 4 (Speak and
Do) higher than other treatments, see Figure 35. These differences were not significant
(p= .40, p= .30 and p= 1.0, p=1.0). Therefore the Hypothesis 4 for R2-R1 with
explanation was not conformed.
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GRADE: Preschool R2-R1 (Words)

GRADE: Third Grade R2-R1 (Words)

TREATMENT

TREATMENT

Figure 35: R2-R1 Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)

For drawing, variables F2-F1 for Preschool unable to measure because the
number to small. For Third Grade, the result shows that there was no significant
treatment effect (F2,117= 1.30; P = .30).

Table 36:Between Subject F2-F1 Preschool (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

.000

2

.00

Between Subiects

Treatments
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F

P

Table 37: F2-F1 Third Grade (Drawing)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

1.050

2

.525

1.247

.291

Between Subjects

Treatments

Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed to confirm the Hypothesis 4. The
variable F2-F1 in Treatment 3 (Do) and Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) was compared to
other treatments. For the Preschool for drawing the results was not available because the
numbers to small. For Third Grade, Treatment 3 (Do) was lower than other treatments.
Statistically these differences were not significant (p= .10, p= 1.0, p= .91 respectively).
Therefore the Hypothesis 4 for F2-F1 with drawing was not confirmed.
GRADE: Preschool F2-F1 (Drawing)

GRADE: Third Grade F2-F1 (Drawing)
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Figure 36: F2-F1 Preschool and Third Grade (Drawing)
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For explanations, variables F2-F1 in Preschool shows that there was no significant
effect (F3) 156= 1.0; P = .41). For the Third Grade population, the result shows that there
was significant in treatment effect (F3i is6= 4.0; P = .02).

Table 38: F2-F1 Preschool Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

2.925

3

.975

.975

.406

Between Subjects

Treatments

Table 39: F2-F1 Third Grade Explanation (Words)

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

SS

df

MS

F

P

24.625

3

8.208

3.655

.014

Between Subjects

Treatments

Post hoc multiple comparisons were performed to confirm the Hypothesis 4. The
variable F2-F1 in Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) was compared to Treatment 1 (Think) and
Treatment 2 (See). For Preschool population, Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) lower than
Treatment 1 (Think) and higher to compared to Treatment 2 (See). For Third Grade,
Treatment 4 (Speak and Do) was higher than Treatment 1 (Think) and lower than
Treatment 2 (See), see Figure 37. Statistically these differences were not significant (p=
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1.0, p= 1.0, and p=. 72, p= .53 respectively). Therefore the Hypothesis 4 for F2-F1 with
Explanation was not conformed.
GRADE: Preschool F2-F1 (Words)

Think

See

Do

GRADE: Third Grade F2-F1 (Words)

Speak and Do

Think

TREATMENT

See

Do

TREATMENT

Figure 37: F2-F1 Preschool and Third Grade Explanation (Words)
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Speak and Do

CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this study was to explore the medium of drawing for young
children to learn science. In this study the participants were asked to explain how the
f

pencil sharpener works. Two mediums were compared: drawing and words. The working
hypothesis was not confirmed. However, many ad hoc findings from this research can be
learned.
Children need drawing to help them explain how something works. Willat’s
(1977) work with children’s drawing has indicated that children invent more complex and
abstract rule systems for graphic representation, which increase in complexity with age.
Willat’s belief is supported by the findings of this study. The results of my study show
that drawing was more effective than words. Both participants, the preschoolers and third
graders have higher scores on the drawings compared to the words spoken. The findings
also indicate that the preschoolers and third grader's score almost no differently in their
ability to explain functionwith the medium of words. In the medium of drawing, the third
graders have the ability to explain the working system better than preschoolers.
Drawing helps children record the features of the object (Existence). My finding
shows that children can explain the details of the object (Existence) with a drawing better
than with words. The initials drawing demonstrate children's ability to visualize the
existence (E) of the object. Children can show the details more completely through
drawing. Compared to the medium of drawing, children had difficulties representing the
detailed object (Existence). Colbert’s (1984) work supports the findings of my study that
drawing is more effective in showing details.
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Drawing helps children note the relations (R). My findings show the explanation
of relations in how a pencil sharpener works is better described using drawing than
words. The initial drawings show clearly the relationship between the pencil and
sharpener that will cause the effect. Children faced difficulties using words to explain the
relations (R) between two objects in the working systems.
Surprisingly, the findings show that words are a better medium to explain
function (F). Children could not use drawing to represent function (F) in order to explain
how the working system works. My findings indicate that words can represent the
function (F) and to explain that the pencil sharpener works to sharpen the pencil. For
example, words of function (F) are ‘turns many times’, ‘blade sharpen’ and ‘sharpener
sharpen.’ There is not an equivalent set of marks known commonly by these young
children.
Drawing helps children to focus on what is relevant to the questions. They select
and draw only a few features of the existence (E) and relations (R). Therefore, children
are better able to explain because drawing helps children to record and visualize how a
pencil sharpener works to sharpen the pencil.
In Hypothesis 3, (Do), the evidence proves that preschoolers are better able to
construct a complete theory of how the pencil sharpener works by using drawing and
speaking. The data shows that the initial relation (R) and function (F) scores of the
preschooler who did not have an opportunity to draw their understanding was

significantly lower than those who did have the opportunity to draw the concept.
Surprisingly, the findings from Hypotheses 4 (Speak and Do), the preschooler
understands and profits more from seeing the cut-away pencil sharpener when they have
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the opportunity to sharpen the pencil in the sharpener. This is true because they see that
the cut-away shape of the hole is related to the constraints they felt while twisting the
pencil.
The implications based on the findings from this study is that drawing is an aid
for young children to visualize the process of thinking about and explaining how
something works. These implications can be integrated into the learning of science and
other disciplines. Another implication based on the study is that drawing is an aid to list
the features of the object and the relationship between two objects, while words spoken
can explain the abstract representations of how something works that cannot be
visualized by drawing.
My conclusion is that young educators can use drawing as an approach to a
thinking activity rather than a drawing activity in the classroom. Drawing activities can
be expanded to 'thinking activities' by drawing on how something works to develop the
understandings of the things that the child observed. Drawing as a 'thinking activity' can
help the children reconstruct a misconception of a concept. Thinking activity ' through
drawing can be used to enhance the child's understanding of what is relevant to the
context and the goal of how things work.
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APPENDIX A
NOTATION SYSTEM AND GRADING
The researcher to coding drawings and explanation used the following notations.
Each drawing and explanations of the subjects was represented by a particular symbol.
Some of these symbols represented existence of the objects drawn and words spoken.
Other represented the relations between the objects drawn and words spoke. The symbols
also represent the function of objects in the drawings and explanations. The list below is a
dictionary of symbols. In addition to the brief definitions given below, the definitions of
individual symbols can be more fully understood by reading the second part of the
dictionary, which defines how the symbols were combined to make a complete action
unit.
Dictionary of Symbols:
Drawing Existence
P= Pencil,
e= eraser,
r = rib,
m= metal,
L= Lead
S= Sharpener (if S2 mean sharpener has 2 ‘facet’),
B= Blade,
*= screw,
H= Hole (Ha= Hole angle, Hc= Hole covered).
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Drawing Relation
(;) = inside,
(A) = touch,
(/) = near,
(\) = slant,
(") = straight,
(~>) = toward (intention),
0 = cut-away
(*) = screw optional
Drawing Function
(t» = turn
Word Existence
P= Pencil,
e= eraser,
r = rib,
m= metal,
L= Lead
w= wood,
[Jw] = shiver,
#P =sharp pencil,
P# = pencil sharp,
P< = pencil point.
S= Sharpener (if S2 mean sharpener has 2 ‘facet’),
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B= Blade,
#B = sharp blade,
B# = blade sharp
[*] = screw,
H= Hole (Ha= Hole angle, Hc= Hole covered).
Word Relation
(;) = inside,
(/) = near,
(\) = slant,
(") = straight,
(~>) = toward (intention),
(A) = touch
(‘with’), //= parallel
Word Function
S#en = sharpener sharpen
B#en = blade sharpen
u#B = use sharp blade
O = turns
= turns many times
»0 = pushed turns
0#en = turns sharpen
0w = cuts wood
S#en O' = sharpener sharpen turns
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S#en

X^xx = sharpener sharpen turns and turns many times

AB~0w = touch blade will cuts wood
B~0 Pw = blade will cuts pencil wood
B~0P< = blade will cuts pencil point
t>AB = turns touch blade
ABO = touch blade turns

ty#B = turns sharp blade
BO = blade turns
tVB#en = turns blade sharpen
tVvB#en = turns touch blade sharpen
AB#en »P = touch blade pushes pencil
Ox 0 = turns many times cuts
Ox x 0 = turns and turns many times cuts
B0 PO = blade cuts pencil turns
AB#en »P = touch blade sharpen turns many times
A B#en Ox = touch blade sharpen turns many times
B#en»0 = blade sharpen push turns
O’ 0W AB = turns cuts wood touch blade
0uB ABO0W = cuts used blade touch blade turns touch wood
O B#en 0w = turns blade sharpen cuts wood
B0POP#en = blade cuts pencil turns pencil sharpen
OB0P< = turns blade cuts pencil point
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Scoring:

The researcher used different scores for existence, relation and function in
drawings and explanations. In drawing, the scoring of existence is based on the number
of details for the pencil and sharpener. The pencil has 5 details (eraser, rib, metal, leads,
pointed) and the sharpener has 4 details (blade, screw, facets and hole including the
angle).
For scoring the researcher combined the score of the number of objects plus the
number of details for the object with the most details..
Drawing Existence is Scored as follow:
Score 1 = 1 Object (O) + 0 Detail (D)
1 = (01 + DO), (Ol+Dl)
Score 2 = 2 Object (O) + 0 Detail (D), 1 Object (O) + 2 Detail (D),
1 Object (O) + 3 Detail (D)
2 = (02 + DO), (01 + D2), (01 + D3)
Score 3 = 1 Object (O) + 4 Detail (D), 2 Object (O) + 1 Detail (D)
3 = (01+D4), (02 + D1)
Score 4 = 1 Object (O) + 5 Detail (D), 2 Object (O) + 2 Detail (D)
4 = (01+D5), (02 + D2)
Score 5 = 2 Object (O) + 3 Detail (D)
5 = (02 + D3)
Score 6 = 2 Object (O) + 4 Detail (D) above
6 = (02 + D4 above)
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For drawing relation the score is based on the number of relationships represented
between the two main objects pencil and sharpener when showing how the sharpener
work sharpen the pencil. The different relationships shown in the drawing were inside,
touches, straight, slants, near and towards.
Drawing Relation is Scored as follow:
Score 1 = (Pencil straight toward Sharpener), (Pencil straight toward Hole covered),
(Pencil straight toward Hole angle), (Pencil straight touch Hole), (Pencil straight touch
Hole covered), (Pencil straight touch Hole angle), (Pencil slant touch Sharpener).
1

= (P- ~>S), (P- ~>H), (P- ~>Hc), (P- ~>Ha), (P- AS), (P“ AH), (P‘ AHc), (P~ AHa),
(P\AS), (P\AB), (PVB), (P/B)

Score 2 = (Pencil straight inside Sharpener), (Pencil straight inside Sharpener Blade
screw), (Pencil straight inside Hole covered), (Pencil slant inside Hole covered).
2

= (P- ;S), (P- ;SB(*)), (P“ ;Hc), (P\;Hc)

Score 3 = (Pencil straight inside Hole cut-away), (Pencil slant inside Hole cut-away)
3

= (P“ ;H0), (P\;H0)

Score 4 = (Pencil straight inside Hole angle), (Pencil straight inside Hole cut-away
Blade), (Pencil straight inside Hole angle Blade), ( Pencil straight inside Hole near
Blade), (Pencil slant inside Hole angle near Blade).
4

= (P- ;Ha), (P“ ;H0B), (P' ;HaB), (P‘ ;H/B), (P\;Ha/B)

Score 5 = (Pencil straight inside Hole touch Blade), (Pencil straight inside Hole angle
touch Blade).
5

= (P- ;HAB), (P- ;HaAB),

Score 6 = (Pencil slant inside Hole touch Blade).
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6

= (P\;HaAB), (P\;HAB)
In drawing function scoring based on the action drawn together with the condition

of the pencil. For example action of turn (£V) must included the condition (P~ = pencil
straight, P\ = pencil slant, A = touch ) of the pencil.
Drawing Function Grading Score as follow:
Score 1 = (Pencil straight inside Hole covered turn Blade)
l=(p-;Hct>B)
Score 2 = (Pencil straight inside Hole turn Blade), (Pencil straight; Hole angle turn
Blade)
2 = (P- ;H^B), (P- ;Hat>B)
Score 3 = (Pencil slant inside Hole turn Blade), (Pencil slant inside Hole angle turn
Blade).
3 = (P\;Ht>B), (P\;Hat>B)
Score 4 = (Pencil straight inside Hole turn touch Blade), (Pencil straight inside Hole
angle turn touch Blade).
4 = (P- ;Hl>AB), (p- ;Hat>AB)
Score 5 = (Pencil slant;Hole turn touch Blade), (Pencil slant inside Hole angle touch
Blade).
5 = (P\:Hi>aB), (P\;Hai>AB)
The existence word-scoring base on the detail of object being spoken by the subject as
follows:
P= Pencil, e= eraser, r = rib, m= metal, L= Lead [w] = wood, [*&] = shiver,
#P =sharp pencil, P# = pencil sharp, P< = pencil point.
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P: e, m, r, <, L [w], [8/] ,#P, P#, Pc,

Total details of pencil is 10.
S= Sharpener (if S2 mean sharpener has 2 ‘facet’), B= Blade, #B = sharp blade,
B# = blade sharp [*] = screw, H= Hole
(Ha= Hole angle, Hc= Hole covered).
S: B, #B, B#, [*], He, H, Ha.
Total detail sharpener is 7.
There for the grading score researcher combined the score of one object and combination
of two objects including the details.
Word Existence Grading Score as follow:
0= Object of P or S, D= Detail of the P or S
Score 1 = ( Object 1 + Detail 0), (Object 0 + Detail 1)
l=(Ol+D0), (OO + Dl)
Score 2 = (Object 2 + Detail 0), (Object 1 + Detail 1), (Object 0 + Detail 2)
2 = (02 + DO), (01 + Dl), (OO + D2)
Score 3 = (Object 2 + Detail 1), (Object 1 + Detail 2)
3 = (02 + Dl), (01+D2)
Score 4 = (Object 2 + Detail 2), (Object 1 + Detail 3)
4 = (02 + D2), (01+D3)
Score 5 = (Object 2 + Detail 3), (Object 1 + Detail 4)
5 = (02 + D3), (01+D4)
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The word relation is the condition of the object (P = Pencil) related.
(;) = inside, (/) = near, (\) = slant, (") = straight, (~>) = toward (intention), (A) = touch
(‘with’), //= parallel
For the scoring of children's explanantions the main object (O) is P (pencil) and S
(sharpener). The object [P] is assumed by researcher by child's comments.. The subjects
understand the main focus is to sharpening the pencil and to explained how the sharpener
works to sharpen the pencil.
Word Relation Grading Score as follow:
Score 1 = [Pencil] (inside Hole), (inside Hole angle), (inside Hole covered), (inside
straight), (inside sharpener)

1=[P] (;H), (;Ha ), (;Hc ), (;' ), (;S )
Score 2 = [Pencil] (slant near Blade), (inside near Blade), (inside Blade), (inside parallel
Blade), (Sharpener work with Blade)
2=[P] (/ \B), (;/B), (;B), (; //B) (S work with B)
Score 3 = [Pencil] (inside Hole touch Blade), (inside touch Blade), (inside touch
Sharpener), (touch Blade)

3=[P] (;HAB), (;AB), (;AS), (AB)
Score 4 = [Pencil] (straight inside Sharpener touch Blade), (straight inside Hole touch
Blade), (straight inside Hole angle touch Blade), (straight inside touch Blade)
4=[P] C ;SAB), f ;HAB), (" ;HaAB), f ;AB),
Score 5 = [Pencil] (slant inside Sharpener touch Blade), (slant inside Hole touch Blade),
(slant inside touch Blade)
5=[P] (\;SAB), (\;HAB), (\;AB)
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Score 6 = [Pencil] (inside turn touch Blade), (inside Hole touch sharp Sharpener)
6=[P]

(;'OrAB), 9;HA#S)
For the scoring of based on the spoken words mentioning action together with the

condition of the pencil. For example action of turning (t^) must included the condition
(P“ = pencil). When spoken the subjects assumed the pencil is included.
Word Function Grading Score ass follow:
Score 1 = [Pencil inside] (Sharpener sharpen), (Blade sharpen), (turn), (turn many times),
(push turns), (turn sharpened), (sharpener turned), (Sharpener turn and turn many times)
1= [P;] (S#en),(B#en), (u#B), (t>), (t>x),(»t>), (t>#en), (S#enO)> (S#ent>xx),
( 0W)
Score 2 = [Pencil inside] (touch Blade will cuts wood), (Blade will cuts Pencil wood),
(Blade will cuts Pencil point)
2= [P;] (AB~0w), (B~0 Pw), (B~0P<),
Score 3 = [Pencil inside] (turns touch Blade), (touch Blade turns), (turns sharp Blade),
(Blade turn), (turn Blade sharpen), (turn touch Blade sharpen), (touch Blade pushed
Pencil)
3= [P;] (t>AB), (ABt>), (t>#B), (Bt», (Bt>), (0’B#en), (t>AB#en), (AB#en»P)
Socre 4 = [Pencil inside] (turns many time cuts), (turn and turn many times cuts), (Blade
cuts Pencil turns), (touch Blade sharpen pushed Pencil), (touch Blade sharpened turn
many times), (Blade sharpen push turns)
4= [P;] (0x0), (t>xx 0), (B0Pt». (AB#en»P), (A B#ent>x ), (B#en»t>)
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Score = 5 [Pencil inside] (turns cuts wood touch Blade), (cut used Blade touch Blade
turns cuts wood), (turns Blade sharpen cuts wood), (Blade cut Pencil turns Pencil
sharpen), (turns Blade cut Pencil point)
5= [P;] ( O’0wAB), (0uBABt^0w), (^0-B#en 0w), (B0Pt^P#en), (t^B0P<)
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLES OF DRAWING

Example of Drawing Existence
Preschool

Figure 38:Pencil and sharpener

Figure 39:Pencil and pencil sharpener

Figure 40: Pencil sharpener

Third Grade

—

Figure 41: Pencil and pencil sharpener
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Figure 42: Pencil sharpener

Figure 43: Pencil and pencil sharpener

Drawing Relation
Example:Representation of relation by third graders.

Figure 44: Pencil touching the blade of pencil sharpener.

Figure 45: Pencil inside the hole of pencil sharpener.

Figure 46: Pencil inside the cut-away pencil sharpener.
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Figure 47: There is no ‘relation’ between pencil and pencil sharpener.

Example: Representation of ‘relation’ by preschoolers.

Figure 48: Pencil ‘touching’ the blade Figure 49: Pencil ‘inside’ pencil sharpener

Figure 50: Pencil ‘inside hole cover’ of pencil sharpener
Example: Function
The ‘arrow’ represent the pencil turns.

Figure 51: Pencil ‘turns’
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Figure 52: Pencil ‘turns’

Example: Preschool: Session 1 - Session 2

Figure 53: Session 1 Pe<L AS2B

Figure 54: Session 2 Pe ;ABS0

Figure 56: Session 2 P<;HAB*S0

Figure 55: Session 1 P<SB*
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Example. Third Grade : Session 1 - Session 2

Figure 57: Session 1 Pe< A HB*S3

Figure 58: Session 2 Pe<"; HaB*S0

Figure 59: Session 1: P; HcS2
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Figure 60: Session 2: P "; HaAB*S0
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